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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2546–After James left the room, he contacted 
Sophie in the Celestial Abode. 

Sophie had been recuperating in the Time Chamber for the past few months. 

After such long period of rest, her injuries had healed slightly. 

It helping James steal the bodhi tree would not present a huge problem. 

She responded to James, “Yes?” Following her voice, an intense energy flowed out 
from the Celestial Abode and enveloped James. 

“You can act without discretion now. 

I’ve already set up a formation around you. 

It can isolate your aura and keep you hidden. 

You’ re effectively invisible now. 

No one can detect you unless you encounter someone stronger than me.” James was 
relieved by Sophie’s words. 

He had been asking around about the bodhi tree’s location for the past few months. 

It turned out that the bodhi tree was not on Mount Lutheran but on another mountain 
nearby. 

It was the tallest peak in the Mortal Dimension, and the bodhi tree was planted on the 
very top. 

James quietly left the Labhrann Clan’s base in Mount Lutheran. 

At the back of Mount Lutheran was another mountain range. 

At a glance, all the mountains towered into the sky. 

James immediately spotted the tallest mountain. 

The mountain appeared very tall and majestic from a distance. 

Moreover, there was a mysterious ray of light shining on the mountaintop. 

Sophie set up a formation around James so he was invisible. 



People who were weaker than Sophie would not be able to find him at all. 

In the Demon Realm, not many were stronger than Sophie. 

However, James still acted with caution. 

He did not fly through the sky but chose to advance on fooot. 

When he reached the highest mountain, he ascended it very slowly. 

He reached the barrier formation protecting the mountain. 

Before this, James also gathered a lot of information about the protective formation. 

It was set up by one of Labhrann Clan’s powerhouse since times of eld. 

The formation was terrifyingly strong. 

However, James had scouted the area prior to this and Sophie had already disabled it 
that time. 

The formation was now deactivated. 

When James got close to the formation, Sophie stealthily made a gap in it. 

James cautiously walked through the formation and continued ascending the mountain. 

Soon, he reached the mountaintop and found a tree. 

The tree gave off a mythical feel. 

It was dense with branches and leaves, and had small red fruits growing on them. 

The fruits were crystal clear and gave off a slight red glow. 

Like a motionless statue, there was an old man seated in a lotus position under the tree. 

James immediately recognised the man as the Labhrann Clan’s Guardian, their Great 
Elder, whose strength was at the peak of the Divine Rank’s Third Stage. 

“What should I do, Ms. 

Sophie?” James did not dare to approach recklessly and asked for Sophie’s opinion. 

Sophie thought for a while in the Celestial Abode and said, “If you want to uproot the 
bodhi tree, you’ll have to subdue the elder guarding it. 



However, he is at the Divine Rank’s Third Stage and is overwhelmingly strong. 

I’m unsure if I can subdue him without attracting the attention of other powerful people.” 
“Then what should I do?” James became troubled. 

He spent many months preparing to steal the bodhi tree and waited for this night. 

He would not have another chance in the future if he failed tonight. 

Sophie also stayed in pensive silence. 

After a while, she emerged out of the Celestial Abode. 

As usual, she wore a white dress, and her beautiful face was flawless. 

However, her complexion was pale, and it was evident that she had not fully recovered 
from her injuries. 

“You’re still injured, Ms. 

Sophie. 

Why did you come out?” Seeing Sophie’s pallid face, James could not help but ask 
worriedly, “How are your wounds?” Sophie waved her hand slightly and said, “It’s okay. 

There’s an extremely dangerous opponent guarding the bodhi tree. 

I won’t be able to subdue him without alarming other powerhouses. 

The only option now is for me to find a way to distract him away while you uproot the 
bodhi tree as quickly as you can.” James frowned and asked, “What about your 
injuries?” Sophie shook her head and said, “I’m fine. 

Let’s get on with it. 

After you obtain the bodhi tree, escape immediately. 

I’1l come find you.” “Nihm.” James nodded. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2547–James hid in the dark and concealed 
himself. 



Meanwhile, Sophie made her way over. 

As soon as she approached the bodhi tree, she was immediately discovered. 

The Labhrann Clan’s Great Elder suddenly opened his eyes. 

“Who’s there?” He sprang up in response. 

Sophie quickly turned around and fled. 

The Labhrann Clan’s Great Elder quickly chased after Sophie and both of them 
disappeared from the area. 

Seeing that the Labhrann Clan’s Great Elder had been lured away, James quickly 
walked up to the bodhi tree. 

He leaped into the air and mobilized his True Essence. 

Powerful True Essence whipped out from his arms and tugged at the bodhi tree as it 
tried to uproot it. 

“Come on!” The sudden strong force pulled the bodhi tree out of the ground. 

Using his mind, James stored the bodhi tree in the Celestial Abode. 

The whole process of approaching the bodhi tree and uprooting it only took about ten 
seconds. 

After acquiring the bodhi tree, James quickly left the mountain range. 

He escaped from the Labhrann Clan and rushed toward the meet-up point to reunite 
with Henrik and Qusai. 

Soon, he reached the place where they agreed to meet up. 

Henrik and Qusai were already there waiting for him. 

“How did it go, James?” “Did you get it?” Seeing James appear, the two blurted out their 
questions simultaneously. 

James nodded and said, “Yes. 

I’ve already taken the tree. 

We need to leave as soon as possible.” The bodhi tree was the Labhrann Clan’s divine 
object. 



All hell would break loose if they found out it was stolen. 

Thus, James and the two had to escape the Demon Realm. 

“Are we going to leave the Demon Realm?” asked Henrik. 

According to their plan, the three planned to leave the Demon Realm and head toward a 
populated planed somewhere in the universe. 

They planned to stay there for a while after successfully stealing the bodhi tree. 

Then, they would go to Earth when the Third Calamity struck. 

However, the three of them did not have enough power and were unable to travel the 
universe through their own strength. 

“Where’s Sophie?” asked Henrik. 

James said, “She went to lure the Labhrann Clan’s Great Elder away to give me an 
opening to take the bodhi tree. 

Let’s wait here for her.” The three of them waited patiently at their rendezvous point. 

After about half an hour, Sophie appeared once more. 

As soon as she showed up, she coughed up a mouthful of blood. 

“Are you alright, Ms. 

Sophie?” James rushed over and supported her. 

Sophie gently waved her hand and said, “My injury was merely aggravated. 

You mustn’t stay in the Demon Realm any longer. 

I’ll open a spatial passage for you guys to leave this place.” After speaking, Sophie 
casually waved her hand, and magical inscriptions emerged from her palm. 

The inscriptions faded into the air, and a void appeared. 

Sophie immediately returned to the Celestial Abode after setting up the spatial passage. 

“James, I’d like to meditate in seclusion for a while. 

Don’t bother me unless something serious comes up.” Sophie’s voice projected from the 
Celestial Abode. 



“Okay.” James nodded. 

Then, he turned to Henrik and Qusai, saying, “Let’s go.” The three of them leaped into 
the air and entered the spatial passage. 

The void immediately closed and disappeared, returning the area to its former calm. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2548–After Sophie opened a spatial passage, 
James, Henrik, and Quasai entered it and departed the Demon Realm. 

However, the trio had no idea where the spatial passage would lead them. 

After entering the spatial passage, their vision went dark, and they immediately lost 
consciousness. 

After a few seconds, they woke up and noticed they had arrived in a desert. 

James immediately scanned his surroundings for Henrik and Qusai. 

However, they were nowhere to be seen. 

James murmured in shock, “What’s going on? Where are they?” They entered the 
spatial passage and left the Demon Realm together, yet James found himself all alone. 

“What’s going on, Ms. 

Sophie? Where am I? Also, where’s Henrik and Qusai?” James inquired Sophie in the 
Celestial Abode. 

At that moment, Sophie had already entered the Time Formation and was preparing to 
go into seclusion to hasten her recuperation. 

She was severely injured after being assailed by the Heavenly Path, and those wounds 
would take a long time to completely recover. 

When she heard James calling for her, she began to perceive the outside world from 
inside the Celestial Abode. 

Suddenly, Sophie frowned in response to what she saw. 

“What’s going on? What is this place?” The spatial passage Sophie opened had a 
random endpoint. 



After James and the others went through it, they would be teleported to one of their 
universe’s habitable planets. 

As for where they would be teleported, Sophie could not say for certain. 

Since she was injured, it was impossible to pinpoint the exact location. 

Sophie scanned the area and noticed that it was a bit bizarre. 

A mysterious formation was set up around the area. 

It was so intricate that even she could not precisely determine where James and the 
others had been sent to. 

“James, I don’t know where you are right now. 

Also, I don’t know why the spatial passage I made sent you to this place. 

I planned the trajectory of the spatial passage to ensure you’d be sent toa habitable 
planet. 

However, it seems something happened in the process.” “I’ve scanned your 
surroundings, and this planet is very strange. 

There is a mysterious formation around the planet. 

It’s so intricate that I can’t completely understand it. 

Moreover, it’s extremely powerful and can obstruct spatial passages into the planet. 

“Theoretically speaking, the spatial passage’s destination was never supposed to be 
this planet. 

I think someone exceptionally powerful secretly tampered with it and sent you here.” 
Hearing this, James frowned. 

“So, even you don’t know where this place is? “Someone powerful secretly tampered 
with it and sent me here? What’s their purpose for doing so? What does this person 
want?” Sophie replied from within the Celestial Abode, “I don’t know. 

I’ll have to go into seclusion now, so you must handle the rest yourself.” Since James 
was not in any immediate danger, Sophie did not want to concern herself with James’ 
dilemma. 

She was already injured yet she still went out of her way to help James. 



Her injuries worsened due to that and if she did not go into seclusion as soon as 
possible it would turn life-threatening. 

“Ms. 

Sophie,” James called out for her. 

However, Sophie no longer responded to him. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2549–When James appeared, many people 
greeted him. 

He returned their greetings with a smile. 

Then, he instructed, “Gather everyone here. 

I’ve got something important to announce.” Soon, many people gathered at the village 
entrance. 

Everyone looked at James. 

James threw his gaze over the cloud and assessed their cultivation bases. 

Despite the many years they had been here, their strength had not improved by much. 

At most, they only managed to break through one or two sub-ranks. 

“Why did you call everyone here, James?” asked Cynthia. 

James looked at them and replied, “I’ve obtained a magical tree from the outside world. 

Consuming a fruit from it will allow one to immediately reach the Sage rank.” Hearing 
his announcement, the crowd gasped in shock. 

“A Sage?” “Ts this true?” “Is there really such a miraculous fruit in this world? Can we 
really become Sages after eating it?” Everyone looked at James in astonishment and 
disbelief. 

James nodded and said, “Indeed. 

Under normal circumstances, I wouldn’t condone using spiritual fruits to become Sages 
since it’ll limit your future growth. 



However, the current conditions are working against humans, and it’s very challenging 
for humans to make breakthroughs in cultivation rank. 

It’l] take an eternity for an ordinary cultivator to improve by a single rank. 

“Everyone here is humanity’s last hope, and becoming a Sage immediately will be very 
beneficial for humanity as a whole. 

“After consuming the fruit to become a Sage, your cultivation will be volatile and 
reaching the real pinnacle of cultivation will be hard. 

For those who don’t possess the desire to reach the top, you can go ahead and 
consume the fruit. 

“ “For those who want to pursue the pinnacle of cultivation, I won’t force you to eat it.” 
James briefed everyone about the bodhi fruit in detail. 

Becoming a Sage immediately was extremely desireably. 

None of them had ever thought about the pinnacle of cultivation before this. 

They were overjoyed to become Sages in such a short period without having to bear 
any consequences. 

“1’d like to have one.” “Me too.” Everyone began to clamor for the fruit. 

James took out the boddhi fruits and began distributing them to the people. 

Out of everyone in the crowd, Winnie was the only one that refused to consume the 
bodhi fruit. 

James looked at Winnie and asked, “Why don’t you want one, Winnie?” Winnie was 
away from everyone. 

She was about 180 centimeters tall and dressed in tight leather armor, outlining her 
perfect figure. 

She also had long black hair. 

She crossed her hands in front of her chest and said confidently, “ Dad, I don’t think I 
need to depend on external support to break through. 

Reaching the Sage rank is a trivial feat. 

I’m sure I’ll reach it soon if I continue working hard.” “That’s nice. 



It’s good that you have confidence in your abilities.” James nodded gently. 

James saw Winnie’s potential clearly. 

Thus, he did not say much about his decision. 

After everyone got a bodhi fruit, they left one after another to look for a place to 
meditate in seclusion. 

Only a few people were left at the village’s entrance. 

Henry asked, “Are you not going to eat one, James?” James shook his head slightly and 
said, “No, Ms. 

Sophie warned me not to use external forces to increase my strength.” Delainey could 
not help saying, “It should be fine, right? Is there anyone in this world doesn’t consume 
Empyrean herbs or fruits? The emergence of these blessings were to help cultivators 
improve their strength anyway.” 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2550–There was a limited lifespan for every 
living being. 

Cultivation was all about seizing good fortunes and borrowing more time from the 
heavens. 

The path of cultivation was full of obstacles. 

One would encounter countless dangers and would likely die if they were not careful. 

It was a very long journey. 

Empyrean fruits and herbs were created by the universe and came into existence for 
cultivators to improve their strength. 

James was well aware of this fact. 

However, Sophie had repeatedly reminded him not to rely on them too much. 

Otherwise, his foundation would crumble, and it would be impossible for him to ever 
reach the pinnacle of cultivation. 

“T’s fine. 



Pll pass.” James shook his head slightly. 

He had already reached the Mage Rank’s First Stage. 

It would not be that hard for him to reach the Sage Rank eventually. 

Moreover, becoming a Sage was not the endpoint for him. 

It was merely considered the real starting point of one’s path in cultivation. 

When James was on Earth, he thought Sages were already a force to be reckoned with. 

After staying in the Demon Realm for some time, he discovered Sages were 
comparatively weak. 

Beyond the Sage Rank, there was the Divine Rank and the Emperor Rank. 

Only Grand Emperors were worthy of being called unrivaled powerhouses. 

However, there were still further ranks that lay beyond becoming a Grand Emperor. 

The highest cultivation rank known at the moment was the Ancestral God Rank. 

It had been many ages since a powerhouse reached the Ancestral God Rank. 

“You guys should go meditate in seclusion too. 

I’ll distribute the rest of the bodhi fruits to the soldiers in the Celestial Abode.” After 
James finished speaking, he got up and left. 

James gave out the remaining bodhi fruits to a few soldiers with relatively strong 
cultivation bases. 

Then, he left the Celestial Abode and began wandering through the desert. 

Sophie was unable to identify the place, so James had to figure out where he had 
arrived on his own. 

He began a new journey on this unfamiliar planet while searching for Henrik and 
Qusai’s whereabouts. 

Since the three of them entered the spatial passage together, the other two must have 
arrived on the same planet and were likely not ona different one. 

James continued to walk around the desert. 



In the Demon Realm, many people were gathered in Labhrann Clan’s main hall in the 
morning. 

It had been one day since the bodhi tree was stolen from them. 

Txomin sat in the highest seat of the council. 

Standing below him were a few core members of the Labhrann Clan. 

“Last night, a powerhouse infiltrated the mountain while I was meditating. 

I chased after the intruder but lost sight of them. 

When I returned, the bodhi tree had already been uprooted and removed.” The 
Labhrann Clan’s Great Elder from the Divine Dimension opened his mouth and 
explained the incident. 

Sitting in the head seat, Txomin’s brows furrowed. 

“Who exactly stole our clan’s bodhi tree? For many years, countless powerhouses have 
been eyeing the bodhi tree but not one dared to take action.” Txomin was stumped. 

He could not figure out who stole their clan’s bodhi tree. 

After thinking for a while, Txomin asked, “Great Elder, did you see the person’s 
appearance?” The Labhrann Clan’s Great Elder shook his head and said, “I couldn’t see 
the exact appearance of the intruder. 

It was a powerhouse that could move very fast. 

I couldn’t catch up at all. 

This person must have a higher cultivation rank than me.” Txomin murmured, “Great 
Elder, you’ve already reached the Divine Rank’s Third Stage and are on the cusp of 
becoming a Quasi -Emperor. 

Yet, you couldn’t catch up to this person. 

It means the intruder must’ve been a Quasi- Emperor. 

There are so many Quasi -Emperors in the Demon Realm. 

Who could it be?” The Labhrann Clan’s bodhi tree was stolen, but no one knew who 
took it. 

At that moment, Brielle’s seal was also broken. 



However, she was still unaware the Labhrann Clan’s bodhi tree was stolen. 

After she left the room, she found that the Labhrann Clan had gone into high alert, and 
many powerhouses from the Divine Dimension were there. 

She frowned slightly and mumbled, “What happened?” Then, she walked up to a guard 
from the Divine Dimension and asked cautiously, “What’s wrong? Why are so many 
guards from the Divine Dimension here?” 
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